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MEDIA INFORMATION
Automotive Testing Technology International magazine is totally
dedicated to the latest technologies and services within the
world of automotive testing, evaluation and quality engineering.
Published four times a year, Automotive Testing Technology International
magazine provides information on test and evaluation engineers, R&D
managers, technical directors, heads of research and chief engineers,
with a balanced blend of in-depth case study articles, expert interviews
and groundbreaking technology profiles, all covering areas from impact
and crash testing to vehicle refinement, from NVH to engine and
emissions analysis. In fact, Automotive Testing Technology International
magazine covers all aspects of automotive testing and evaluation.
DISTRIBUTION AND READERSHIP
Great lengths are taken to guarantee that copies of the
publication are received and read by the most appropriate
executives worldwide.

DIGITAL CONTENT
The digital version of Automotive Testing Technology International
magazine is hosted at www.AutomotiveTestingTechnologyInternational.
com, and features weekly industry news updates, blogs, recruitment
advertisements, web-exclusive articles and a free-to-use archive of
back issues.
The website also includes the opportunity for a small number of
advertisers to secure one of the limited number of sponsorship banners
for a 12-month period.
www.AutomotiveTestingTechnologyInternational.com also hosts the
Supplier Spotlight Directory. This directory is a comprehensive listing
of leading test and development industry suppliers, giving a 200- to
300-word company profile, logo, images and contact details for each
company.

The total distribution of 14,527* hard copies plus 49,000 digital copies
per edition is sent to named automotive test and evaluation engineers
and related industry professionals in over 70 countries worldwide.
*qualified and non-qualified circulation, December 2016 ABC Statement
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Five shows spanning the globe
Almost 30,000 attendees a year!

MARCH 6-8
Full show
preview on p89

Your guide to the latest technologies
being launched at Automotive
Testing Expo North America 2016

www.AutomotiveTestingTechnology International.com

Proving grounds
Three in-depth reports on the
latest projects and investments
at leading evaluation facilities

EXCL
USIVE

OEM interview: Ford

Graham Hoare, global vehicle evaluation and
verification director, discusses how he’s evolving
testing processes to cope with disruptive tech

!

ATTI Awards 2016

Wireless charging

OEM interview: Maserati

BMW 5 Series

Find out who the winners are
– and what they have to say –
in our exclusive coverage!

Could a standardized solution for
electric vehicles be around the
corner thanks to recent lab tests?

CTO Roberto Fedeli reveals how FCA boss
Sergio Marchionne persuaded him to return
to Italy to head up the OEM’s R&D activities

Attempting to create the most sporting
business car in the world meant clocking
up over 4,000,000km in real-world tests
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OCTOBER 24-26
Full show preview
starts on p163

Grand Theft Auto:
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Building test tracks
OEMs, proving ground operators and
architects provide their tips for designing
the ultimate test circuits of the future

Vehicle hacking

OEM interview: PSA

How the automotive industry is
working to improve cybersecurity
in next-generation connected cars

Gilles Le Borgne, executive VP and director of
quality and engineering, reveals the car maker’s
plans following its purchase of Opel/Vauxhall
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Show preview

The world’s largest automotive market
goes under the ATTI microscope with
in-depth interviews and R&D roundups

McLaren

SEPTEMBER 2017

Your next proving ground?

We travel to the most unforgiving locations on Earth
to bring you the pioneering development story behind
the new Land Rover seven-seat SUV

UKi Media & Events Ltd

Regional focus: China

Ted Klaus, chief engineer and global development
leader for the new NSX, reveals just how difficult it
was creating the much anticipated hybrid supercar

Full show preview
starts on p129

New vehicle programs
director Mark Vinnels
reveals the key
development targets
and test areas for the
second-gen supercar

How to ensure your vehicle’s audio system
delivers a powerful in-cabin listening experience

UKIP Media & Events Ltd

UKIP Media & Events Ltd

Ian Minards, director of product development, Aston Martin

OEM interview: Honda

JUNE 20-22

720S

Sound engineering
EXCLUSIVE “This car has
been the biggest challenge
for the company in more
than a decade – if not its
greatest challenge ever”

JUNE 2017
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Why algorithms derived from hyper-realistic video games are
being used to test the intelligence of autonomous vehicles

Lambo anechoic chamber Toyota tech special

How to test flying cars

How the Raging Bull’s new acoustic test
facility will support the development of new
lightweight components and drivetrains

Manufacturers discuss the challenges of
reconciling two competing test methods
and commercializing the technology

What to know about the OEM’s new North
American R&D hub, stage two of its CSRC
project and its motorsport safety program
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Grand Theft Auto:

Your next proving ground?
UKi Media & Events

Why algorithms derived from hyper-realistic video games are
being used to test the intelligence of autonomous vehicles

PUBLISHING SCHEDULE

Lambo anechoic chamber Toyota tech special

How to test flying cars

How the Raging Bull’s new acoustic test
facility will support the development of new
lightweight components and drivetrains

Manufacturers discuss the challenges of
reconciling two competing test methods
and commercializing the technology

What to know about the OEM’s new North
American R&D hub, stage two of its CSRC
project and its motorsport safety program
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March 2018

September 2018

› Crash Testing
› Engine & Emissions Testing
› Aerodynamics Testing
› Active Safety Testing
› Automotive Testing Expo Korea 2019 Preview

› Automotive Testing Expo North America 2018 Preview
› Simulation
› Data Acquisition
› Electric, Hybrid and Fuel Cell Vehicle Testing
› Transmission Testing

June 2018

November 2018 - 20th Anniversary SPECIAL ISSUE

› Automotive Testing Technology International Awards
› Proving Grounds
› NVH
› Interiors Testing

› Automotive Testing Expo Europe 2018 Preview
› Durability Testing
› Tire Testing
› Autonomous Vehicle Testing
› Test Facility Design

2018 Advertisement Copy Deadlines
March issue – January 2018
June issue – March 2018
September issue – August 2018
November issue – October 2018
Editorial copy deadline is Six weeks prior to the advertisement deadline

2018 MAGAZINE ADVERTISING RATES
Double-page spread
£ sterling

Full page
£ sterling

Half page
£ sterling

2018 Website Rates

1

8,400

4,800

3,450

Head-of-page lead banner

£11,000

2 (per insertion)

7,950

4,600

3,300

Base-of-page banner

£9,000

3 (per insertion)

7,700

4,500

3,200

Junior banner

£6,750

4 (per insertion)

7,500

4,300

3,150

Industry directory

£1,200

Number of insertions

(hosted for a 12-month period)

Automotive Testing
Technology International
FREE APP available!

CONTACT DETAILS
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Why algorithms derived from hyper-realistic video games are
being used to test the intelligence of autonomous vehicles

Lambo anechoic chamber Toyota tech special

How to test flying cars

How the Raging Bull’s new acoustic test
facility will support the development of new
lightweight components and drivetrains

Manufacturers discuss the challenges of
reconciling two competing test methods
and commercializing the technology

What to know about the OEM’s new North
American R&D hub, stage two of its CSRC
project and its motorsport safety program
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Rob Knight, publication manager
rob.knight@ukimediaevents.com
Automotive Testing Technology International
UKi Media & Events, Abinger House, Church Street, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1DF, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1306 743744
Fax: +44 (0)1306 742525
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Jason Sullivan, sales manager
jason.sullivan@ukimediaevents.com

